Abstract. With the rapid expansion of biomedical literatures, it provides an opportunity for mining biomedical knowledge from the huge amount of biomedical text. Entity recognition is a challenging task of biomedical text mining. In this work, we described a method to identify biomedical entity based on Conditional Random Fields(CRF). In the test dataset, the performance of the submitted method obtained the relatively satisfied performance . At the same time, we also develop a system with identified six class entities using different color representation Taken together, our method is promising for developing the technology of biomedical entity recognition.
Introduction
With the rapid expansion of biomedical literatures, for example, over 25 million published papers collected on Pubmed on Septemper, 2015, the huge amount of electronic biomedical text offers a fine opportunity for biomedical text mining, while Entity Recognition(ER) is a fundamental task of biomedical text mining, referring to the mentions of biomedical entitie. The ER task remains challenging due to the irregularities and ambiguities in biomedical entities nomenclature, such as synonyms, the nomenclature of short or long words, domain-specific jargon. Thus, great efforts dedicated to the task are necessary in that it is a fundamental technique in biomedical knowledge extracting from literature. At the same time, the performance of its recognition has direct effects on further biomedical knowledge discovery or biomedical application database.
The named entity recognition is concerned by the several international competitions on ER shared tasks at the JNLPBA [1] ,BioNLP [2] , BioCreative [3] . Some entity recognition tools usually focus on genes and proteins for example, ABGene [4] is a tool for tagging gene and protein named entities trained on Medline abstracts AIMed at a randomly selected set of full text in the biomedical domain. ABNER [5] and BNNER [6] . The bio-entity recognition attracts the attention of most research groups. Our research group also focus on the entity recognition field. The bio-entity recognition is similar to a sequence segmentation task, while the Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is a family of conditionally trained undirected graphical models for sequence labeling. We applied the CRF model to identify the bio-entities due to the characteristic based selected features based on Java program in Linux OS. In this paper, we also developed a system to identify biomedical entity for biomedical entities researchers with identified six class entities using different color representation .
Methods and Materials
We use the Conditional Random Field-based (CRF) model to identify biomedical entity with the extracted features. The core of approach is conditional random fields and the feature sets. The following would describe the two details. 
2.1Conditional random fields
Entity recognition is treated as a sequence segmentation task. each word makes up a unit of a sequence to be labeled corresponding category. Conditional Random Fields is a linear chain involving with a conditionally trained finite-state machine based on undirected statistical graphical models. Thus the model is used to act as sequence analysis.
Let Y denote the label sequence and X denote the corresponding observation sequence. The line chain conditional field define the conditional probability of a state sequence given an observation sequence to be :
Where 1 ( , , , )
is one of m functions that describes a feature, and j  is a learned weight for feature function. The aim of training process is for the weights that maximize the log likelihood of instances in the training data. 0 Z is a normalization factor of all sequences defined as the followings:
The complete detail about CRF model is present in the [7] .In the work, we used a CRF toolkit, called CRF++ [8] which be applied to biomedical entity recognition task.
Feature sets
(1) Part-Of-Speech(POS) features: Every biomedical entity is composed by word sequences, and every word is assigned to the POS. Each biomedical entity is corresponding with the word-POS pairs. The POS features could be important to identify biomedical entities.
(2) Surface clue features: Words themselves' clues are helpful to find biomedical entity names, for example, we use regular expressions to extract surface clue features including: uppercase, lowercase, digitalization, underline, hyphen, the combination both digital and character, alles beginhoofdletter.
(3) Boundary detection: Biomedical entity include both word and multi-words. We used the IOB tagging to detect both phrases and entities' boundary. When the word is the outset of phrase, it would be tagged as B-NP. When the word is among the phrase, it would be tagged as I-NP. When the word is not part of the phrase, it would be tagged as O. Similarly, the entity would be tagged as B-entity_ category, I-entity_category, O. For example, when the word is part of protein, it would be tagged as B-protein, I-protein, O.
Results and Discussions
To evaluate our approach, we used three popular measurement to measure the performance: precision,recall,and F-measure using AIMed[9] corpus to measure the performance of protein recognition by 10-cross-validation as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 Identified performance aiming at the AIMed corpus using 10-cross-validation(%)
All: the combination of all features; POS: part-of-speech; Num: number; Lett_Num: letter and number;Unde:underline; Hyphen:hyphen; Init: initial letter, Allcap:all capital,Lowe:lowercase letter The precision obtain over 82 percent in all features, and the highest performance is in the number feature. The highest performance of recall is 77.33 percent in the combination of all features. The highest F-measure is 79.50 percent in the combination of all features. Thus, combined features is more helpful to identify biomedical entities. To validate our above approach, we also develop a system as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2 which could identify six kind of biomedical entities.
In Fig. 2 , the system identified six class biomedical entities using different color. Every color represents a kind of biomedical entity. Red indicates protein. Green is cell_line. Blue means cell_type. Brown denotes DNA. Purple is virus, and indigo signifies RNA.
Conclusions
In this work, we described an approach of biomedical entity based on CRF. Aiming at the test data, our approach obtained the performance with 82 percent of precision, 77.33 percent of recall, and 79.50 F-measure. Moreover, our developed system could identify six class biomedical entities using different color representation. Usually some existed entity recognition tools could extract five class entity including: protein cell_line, cell_type, DNA, RNA. Our system could also identify virus entity. Thus our identified approach is promising for developing the technology of biomedical entity recognition.
